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Dear reader,

At the moment, we live with each other in uncertainty. 
These are difficult times, which we will have to go through together.
To bring a positive note during these dark times, we have made a book full of  inspiring and 
feel-good quotes. With this book we hope to put a smile on your face.
At the end of  the book we also added some useful tips for what you can do at home during 
a (partial) lockdown.

Just like for everyone else, this is also a financially difficult time for More Africa.
The school is closed until further notice. The guesthouse is closed. 
Of  course in these times we want to continue taking care of  our children and to pay our 
staff  as well as possible. 
That is why we would like to ask you; if  this book gives you a positive vibe, to donate a small 
amount. In this way we hope to re-open as soon as possible, keep our staff  with us and help 
the community move forward as soon as it is safe to go outside again.

Donations can be made through our Dutch bankaccount: NL 29 RABO 0118383280 or 
through https://www.doneeractie.nl/actie/42883

Stay at home. Stay healthy. Stay strong. 

Team More Africa





Happiness



It is not how much we have, but how much we enjoy, that makes happiness.

— Charles Spurgeon



Happiness is not something ready made. It comes from your own actions.

— Dalai Lama



Happiness does not depend on what you have or who you are. 
It solely relies on what you think.

— Buddha



Give the ones you love wings to fly, roots to come back and reasons to stay.

— Dalai Lama



Happiness depends upon ourselves.

— Aristotle







Relaxation



Tension is who you think you should be, relaxation is who you are.

— Lao Tzu



Turn off your mind, relax and float downstream.

— John Lennon



Your calm mind is the ultimate weapon against your challenges. 
So relax.

— Bryant McGill



Your mind will answer most questions if you learn to relax 
and wait for the answer.

— William S. Burroughs



There is no wisdom without leisure.

— W.B. Yeats



Great things are done by a series of small things brought together.

— Vincent van Gogh







Inspiration



See the light in others, and treat them as if that is all you see.

— Dr Wayne Dyer



When the world is running down, you make the best of what’s still around.

— Sting



Let everyone sweep in front of his own door, and the whole world will be clean.

— Johann Wolfgang von Goethe



That which does not kill us, makes us stronger.

— Friedrich Nietzsche



Life will give you whatever experience is most helpful for the evolution 
of your consciousness.

— Eckhart Tolle



Be somebody who makes everybody feel like a somebody

— Robby Novak



Dawn comes after darkness.

— Lisa Wingate



It might take a year, it might take a day, 
but what’s meant to be will always find its way.

— Unknown



No matter how you feel. Get up, dress up, 
show up and never give up.

— Regina Brett



This too shall pass.

— Rumi



Be brave.

— Unknown



We either make ourselves miserable or we make ourselves strong. 
The amount of work is the same.

— Carlos Castenada



The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.

— Lao Tzu



When nothing goes right…
Go left

— Unknown



Sometimes the smallest step in the right direction ends up being 
the biggest step of your life.

Tip toe if you must, but take the step.

— Naeem Callaway



Life has a funny way of working out 
just when you start to believe it never will.

— Aadil Ansari



Sometimes you need those bad days, because it helps you 
truly appreciate the good ones.

— Unknown



I am stronger than this challenge and this challenge is making me stronger.

— Unknown



Inhale the future. Exhale the past.

— Unknown



It always seems impossible until its done.

— Nelson Mandela



The greatest moments in life are the simplest.

— Unknown



If you light a lamp for someone else, it will also brighten your path.

— Buddha



Focus on what matters and let go of what doesn’t.

— Unknown







Feel good



Just when the caterpillar thought its world was over, 
it became a butterfly.

— Proverb



It is the darkest nights that produce the brightest stars.

— John Green

Every situation in life has value and there is always something that we 
can learn from it. So instead of cursing a negative situation, try to 

focus on what it has to offer in terms of your personal growth.



You can’t stop the waves, but you can learn to swim.

—  Jon Kabat Zinn



The most beautiful things in the world, cannot be seen or touched, they 
are felt with the heart.

— Antoine de Saint-Exupery (The little prince)



Never give up and good luck will find you.

— Falcor (Never ending story – 1984)



I can and i will.

— Watch me!



— Today I choose joy.



— You can do this!



— Start each day with a positive thought.



— Focus on the good.



— There is always hope.



— Take care of each other.



— You’re not alone.



— Believe in yourself



— Never give up



— Stay strong!



— I believe in us.







What to do?



Take long, long baths



ride the bike
      ... with enough distance ofcourse



Finish all jobs in and around the house
  



do some yoga or meditation



drink your morning coffee
      ... all day... without any regret :)



do some diy crafts
      ... draw mandela’s, make your own scrapbooks etc



let the dog out
                    ... or create an imaginary pet



eat. eat. eat
                             ... what else??



start with your forever to-do-list



play a game with each other
                                            ... with enough distance ofcourse



...or try some oldschool pacman
     



buy a hammock, hang it in your garden and enjoy!                                      
                                                                               ... please buy online. thank you!



learn to play an instrument
                                                    ... please also think about your neighbours



listen to your favorite music
         ... did you know research shows that music can boost happiness and reduce anxiety?  



clean up your closet, take some old sheets and start painting



go through some old pictures
           ... make photobooks of the last 100 years, you will have plenty of time anyway!



play inside
... use an old sheet and make a tent of your dining table



make a puzzle
  ... with a lot of pieces so it will take more time before it’s ready



shop online
                 ... help shopkeepers to survive



daydream about your next travel destination
      ... if you booked already, postpone or buy a voucher to keep hotels/restaurants open



watch tv
    ... or the same serie over and over



have a dress-up party
            ... ofcourse only with your closest family inside the house



watch the stars & moon
... no matter how far away we are from each other, we will always see the same moon



drink a glass of wine
                                                            ... or a bottle



work from home if possible
                                                                                ... stay safe



make a videocall
 ... use skype, whatsapp, zoom, houseparty and keep in touch!



write
... a diary, positive thoughts, a book, anything



make memories
                  ... even in these hard times



dream
             ... make plans for the future



you’ve got this!
                                                              ... stay stong!!!!







 Stay 
Safe

Be 
strong

We believe in you


